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What is LTL

1. Why Learn About

LTL Shipping
The first step to finding cost savings opportunities and optimizing your logistics is educating
yourself. LTL shipments have tons of variances and exceptions, and this could cause
headaches when using this service. Therefore, knowing all the nuances of this service will
help you optimize your supply chain, keep your budget and profit margins as expected, and
reduce problems along the way.
This guide was written to educate the shipping community and help you have a better
understanding of LTL freight shipping. We will give you all the tools you need and will be
transparent in our information sharing, so you can optimize your operations and costs. And
how do we do it? Easy. By staying in a constant state of learning and teaching others what we
know. This is a practical guide, and we hope you will keep it bookmarked so that it becomes
your go-to guide when issues arise. Get ready to learn all the information you need to become
an LTL expert.

2. What is LTL?
Less than truckload shipping is a mode of
transportation that moves small and
medium freight or freight that doesn’t
require an entire trailer.
LTL offers the possibility of moving freight
without paying for the whole trailer. This
is a cost-effective solution because you
pay only for the space you use, while
other shippers pay for their part.

© GLT Logistics. All Rights Reserved

3. What’s the difference

Between LTL and FTL?
Although there are numerous similarities between LTL and Full Truckload (FTL) services,
there are a couple of significant differences between the two modes.
Full Truckload, also known as TL or FTL, is one of the most common transportation modes
where an entire truck is used to move goods from one location to another. With an FTL
service, the shipper books an entire truck to move its goods. The type of truck used depends
on the type of cargo to be moved. To move dry cargo, i.e., several pallets that don't require a
temperature-controlled service or an open trailer, a Dry Van is the most common mode of
transportation.

Pro Tip
It is a good idea to use a Full Truck Load service if you want to ship goods without any
transloading stops at terminals or other types of delays. One of the most important
advantages that shippers obtain when they decide to use an FTL is that they reduce the
probability of loss, damages, or theft since cargo does not stop at terminals.

2021
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LTL Vs. FTL

Partial Truck Load
What happens if a shipment is too large
for an LTL service but too small to fill a
whole truck? It may be a perfect
shipment for a partial load.

Pro Tip

Sometimes when an LTL load is large, you
A typical partial truckload is around 8000
can move it for less through PTL
to 26000 LB and between 8 to 18
standard pallets. This service, like FTL,
uses the same truck from origin to destination and can be ideal for shipments susceptible to
damage during loading and unloading, as it doesn’t go through terminals or warehouses as
with the LTL service.

LTL Vs FTL

Full Truckload

Less Than Truckload

Size

Up to 53 linear feet of space.

Up to 28 linear feet of space.

Weight

Up to 44,000 lbs. worth of cargo.

Up to 28,000 lbs. worth of cargo.

Key Differences

• Use an exclusive trailer from

• Use multiple trucks to

Challenge

Rates and capacity are highly
volatile and prone to sudden
changes that might affect how
a single route performs
throughout the year.

Due to the nature of the
service, the final invoice can
be affected by numerous
factors.

origin to destination.
• No transloading.
• Faster transit times.
• Less probability of damages.

© GLT Logistics. All Rights Reserved

transport the cargo.
• Cost-efficient solution.
• Better traceability.
• Reduce emissions.

4

Key Characteristics

4. Advantages and Challenges
of LTL Shipping

LTL services have seen expanded significantly in the U.S over the previous decade with the
boom of the eCommerce industry (see image below). We will analyze the key
characteristics of the service and the advantages and challenges that these characteristics
bring to the transportation of goods.

LTL Growth Over The Past 4 Years
Source: statista
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Cargo Consolidation - Hub and Spoke Model:
Cost reduction, fewer emissions, better
traceability vs. probability of damages.
LTL shipping operates on a hub and spoke model (see the image at page 6). LTL carriers
collect freight from various shippers and consolidate that freight onto trailers for line-haul to
the delivering terminal or to a hub terminal where the freight will be further sorted and
consolidated for additional line-hauls.

© GLT Logistics. All Rights Reserved
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Key Characteristics

Point
to
Point

Hub

Hub
and
Spoke

Advantages

Challenges

• Cost

• Probability of damages

Shippers that book an LTL shipment pay
for the space utilized and not the whole
trailer.
The
additional
cost
of
transportation is paid by different
shippers that utilize the remaining trailer
space.

For any LTL shipment, you can anticipate
that your product will be loaded and
unloaded several times from different
trailers in different warehouses before it
arrives at the delivery location.

• Reduce emissions
Shipping LTL helps reduce the number of
trucks with unused capacity on the
roads. Taking advantage of smaller trucks
and terminals to consolidate shipments
and bigger trucks to move several
shipments to the same location helps to
reduce the environmental impact of the
transportation process.
• Better traceability
Shipments are scanned when they arrive
and leave any logistics terminal. These
processes automatically update the
location of the shipment in the system
and help to improve the accuracy of
information about where the shipment is
and when it will reach the destination
terminal or location.
© GLT Logistics. All Rights Reserved

Even though most LTL shipments are
delivered in perfect condition, the
expanded handling of the shipment
throughout the shipping process means
there is potential for damages.
As a tip, protect your products with the
proper packaging and insure your freight
to avoid unnecessary risks.

Key Characteristics

Service modes and accessorial:
flexibility Vs. extra charges
With LTL, there are different services aimed at the specific needs of the shipper. We will
describe more about these options later but for now, it is worth mentioning that LTL
shipments can be:

Standard

Volume LTL

Expedited

Guaranteed

Reefer

Besides that, when you are shipping via LTL, you can add a variety of accessorial like
liftgates, lumper, appointments, blind shipments, freezing protection, residential and limited
access location, inside pickup, and inside delivery.

Advantages

Challenges

• Flexibility

• Extra charges

These different transportation options
and accessorial offer to shippers a wide
range of freight possibilities depending
on your needs such as delivery time, type
of goods to be moved, and many other
criteria.

Even though the variety of shipping
options help shippers find flexible
solutions to move their freight, there is
the issue of complicated freight rates.
Many factors determine LTL rates, and
these factors can significantly impact the
final cost of the shipment. This is a big
change over traditional FTL rates, which
are usually a straight calculation of miles
plus a fuel charge.

Many shippers are utilizing LTL shipping
because they find the variety of options
and additional services as a bonus that
offers them more control over their
shipments, and also flexibility and
visibility into their freight management.

© GLT Logistics. All Rights Reserved

This is why it is important to understand
the possible extra charges that a
shipment may have. We will talk more
about this topic in this guide.

7

Rates

5. LTL Shipping Rates
Factors Influencing LTL rates
Let's discuss how LTL rates are calculated:
• Weight

• Distance

The more a shipment weighs, the less a
shipper pays per hundred pounds. That
means that even if a shipment weight is
close to a heavier weight group, it will be
rated at the lower weight category.

It's important to know your LTL carriers'
service area. If you need to send a
shipment outside their area, the carrier
will transfer your shipment to another
carrier for final delivery. This practice,
called interlining, may result in higher
costs due to lower discounts and higher
minimum
charges.
The
standard
calculation is the longer the haul, the
higher the price per hundred weights.

• Density
This is also a factor in calculating shipment
rates. To calculate density, the total weight
of the shipment is divided by the total
cubic feet. The total cubic feet and the
weight of the shipment should include a
pallet and all packaging if present. The
density calculation will help with the class
calculation.
• Classification of Freight
Every shipment must have a classification
to be shipped. The classes are published in
the National Motor Freight Classification
(NMFC) by the National Motor Tariff
Association.

2021
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• Accessorial/Surcharges
These extra services include lift gate
service; residential pickup or delivery;
delivery to limited access locations such
as jails, churches, and schools; and inside
delivery. The most common accessorial is
a fuel surcharge. Accessorial surcharges
are usually negotiated at a flat rate. Some
charges may be waived.

Most Common Extra Charges
Understanding what the most common extra charges are is extremely important so that you
can forecast your logistics expenses accurately. Here is a list of the most common extra fees
and LTL accessorial, along with a few insights into each of them that might be of interest.
Don’t get caught unprepared! Before sending freight, evaluate the process and what
tools are needed for the shipment can reach its destination. Verify all equipment is ready to
be used. Also analyze the location of pickup and delivery, as well as the protocols these
locations mandate to plan your shipment without adding extra costs to the final invoice.
Sometimes, an accessorial comes linked with other fees, which could increase the invoice's
final price. To mention an example, a re-consignment usually carries another fee to correct the
BOL with the accurate address to deliver the shipment.
BOL

LB

Bill of Lading (BOL)
Correction Fee

Reclassification
and reweight

When there’s a need to change
information on the BOL or when an
incorrect BOL is used, either at the point of
pick-up or before pick-up, a correction to
the BOL must be made and a fee is
charged. For this reason, you should make
sure the pick-up location is informed and
has the correct BOL.

When the information described on the
Bill of Lading is incomplete or not
accurate, immediate action must be
taken
to
determine
the
correct
information and amend the BOL. The
common mistakes involve dimensions,
weight, and class of the freight. Making
these corrections will show as changes
on the final invoice, and an additional fee
will be charged.

2021
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Rates Extra Charges

Reconsignment

Detention

This extra service happens when the order
already in transit is requested to be
directed from one delivery place to
another. The charge is based on the
distance between the original location to
the new one.
It is important to
double-check the delivery information
before tendering an order to avoid
unnecessary costs.

Time is money and carriers need to
strategically pace their trucks to meet
deadlines and keep shipping. Detention
is one of the most common extra
services. This charge is the delay a driver
experiences at the shipper/consignee
location
because
of
diverse
circumstances.
The
circumstances
should be the lack of manpower, slow
customs clearance or cargo inspections,
the receiver is unreachable, and many
more. It is extremely important to keep
constant communication with all parties
so that everything is set in the facilities to
avoid delaying the drivers’ normal
operation and regular waiting times.
Keep in mind there will be some waiting
time granted for the carriers, but after
that time has passed you will be charged
an extra cost.

Loading / Unloading
When extra labor is requested by the
driver, an extra cost will be will generated.
The price of this fee varies between
carriers.

Layover

Storage

To avoid losing time and productivity, it is
vital to have your shipment ready to load
or unload during the scheduled day. If the
driver needs to wait the entire day, there
will be a cost added to the final invoice.

Usually, this fee comes along with a
missed appointment, redelivery, or even
layover. When a carrier stores a shipper’s
delivery, they charge a storage fee. Some
carriers charge by the hour and others by
the day, depending on the specs of the
shipment.

2021
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Rates Extra Charges

Pro Tips
Oversized / Overlength
When the freight is inspected and finds
the order is taking more space than a
pallet, there will be an additional cost to be
transported. This fee is mostly incurred
when a shipment exceeds 8 feet or 96
inches in LTL. It is important to be sure of
the correct dimensions of your shipment
to receive an accurate quote.

Pick-Up Attempt
A fee charged when a carrier is not able to
successfully pick up a load and has already
dedicated time and resources in this
process.

1.
2.

It is important to make sure all the
information about your shipment is
as accurate as possible before
quoting. This will help you avoid
errors in your quote and possible
extra costs at the end of the process.
Communicate with every party
involved in the process. There’s no
such thing as overcommunication in
these situations. Understand that
the industry moves fast, and it is
extremely important to be aware of
these potential accessorial charges.
You should cross-check the
paperwork for every shipment and
provide the information needed to
avoid additional costs. Make sure to
double-check shipment times,
locations, and type of location for
pick-up and delivery.

6. Choosing the Right Service

for Your Needs

Service Modes
The most common service modes by road are LTL and FTL, and it’s extremely important to
choose the one that suits your specific needs.
• Standard LTL
Is used to transport small freight that doesn’t require the use of an entire truck. This is the
most popular service due to its low costs and convenience. It is versatile and covers a lot of
locations.
• Volume LTL / Spot Quotes:
This is a service for those who need to
ship a lot of pallets for a standard LTL
service, but not enough for a partial
truckload. The main characteristics of
this service are:

6 or more pallets.
More than 5,000 lbs.
More than 12ft of linear space.
Looking to ship more at the same time
and to the same destination.

This service helps carriers fill the empty slots in their truck to generate more income and
reduce the time their truck is empty.

2021
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Choosing the Right Service Service Modes

• Reefer LTL
Refrigerated LTL or reefer is the process of shipping temperature-controlled freight to
prevent the product from damage. This freight doesn’t qualify to fill a complete truck;
therefore, it will only be shipped once the carrier has found similar freight that needs to be
shipped under the same temperature range. This type of service doesn’t operate as the
standard LTL because it has a definite schedule for pick-up and delivery that may or may not
be in your timeframe.
• Expedited
This service provides a decreased transit time. Expedited delivery could be same-day delivery,
next-day delivery, second-day delivery, and weekend delivery.
• Guaranteed
This service is for time-sensitive shipments. It ensures the delivery of a shipment by the time
and date requested. This service is less expensive than expedited and it can give you peace of
mind that your freight is going to arrive on time.
Heads up! Volume LTL often can’t be guaranteed or expedited. Only certain carriers offer
this benefit.

Additional Services
Sometimes to successfully deliver a shipment, the carrier needs to add services outside the
standard procedure. For these services, you will most likely be charged a fee. It’s vital to know
what’s included in the carrier's regular service so you have a clear idea of what is included in
the base price and what services will cost you more.
• Liftgate
This is one of the most common extra cost
services in transportation. A liftgate is a piece
of hydraulic or electric equipment installed
on the rear of a truck that enables freight to
be lifted from the ground to truck’s tailgate or
from the tailgate to the ground. This service
will be an additional cost to the carrier, and
therefore it will be reflected as a charge on
your invoice.

2021
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The liftgate is typically used when a facility
can't safely offload the freight or lift it to the
trailer’s height. For example, when a truck
does not have access to a loading dock, on
construction sites, or in residential places, a
liftgate is needed.
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Choosing the Right Service Additional Services

• Lumper
This fee is added when extra labor is requested by the driver for the
process of loading or unloading the freight. The price of this fee
varies between carriers.
• Appointment
It is important to make sure everyone is ready to receive and/or
deliver the freight. Make sure to coordinate with every party if there
are certain protocols to follow to avoid any unnecessary costs.
• Pallet Jack
If a pallet jack is needed to load or unload your freight, this extra
charge will be added to your final invoice. It is important to highlight
that loading and unloading service is not included and if it is
needed, it will add an extra cost to the final invoice.
• After-Hours or Before-Hours Deliveries
Any pick-up or delivery services during non-business hours (from
8PM to 7AM) including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, are an
additional service that you will see added in your final invoice. You
will find what a carrier charges for this service in the carrier’s tariff
rules and services.
• Sorting and / or Segregating
When the carrier is required to palletize, sort, and/or segregate a
shipment or when the driver is required to perform additional
handling to complete a delivery, such as removal of pieces from a
pallet, placement of pieces in racks or shelves, or transfer of pieces
from one pallet to another, the carrier will charge an additional fee to
the final invoice.
• Exhibition Shipments
Tradeshows and conventions are known for their set up rules and
hundreds of trucks and booths waiting to be organized. This wait
time is usually long, with drivers sitting in line for hours. The carrier
will charge a fee to compensate for the wait time spent in the
process of either picking up or delivering.

2021
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Choosing the Right Service Additional Services

• Blind Shipment
To protect the distributor, shipper, or consignee, you can use a service
that will keep the confidentiality of all parties involved.
• Advanced Ship Notice
If the carrier needs to notify the consignee before delivering the
freight, this notice will cause extra fee to be added to the final invoice.
• Freezing Protection
Extreme temperatures can damage some products and there may
be a need to ensure the cargo keeps its integrity throughout the
shipping process. Carriers charge for this service. They will monitor
outdoor temperatures, provide special handling procedures, warm
rooms, and sometimes expedite services to move cold-sensitive
freight faster.
• Residential Delivery
A residential delivery is a delivery to a location not considered a
business or a commercial area. Residential comes from the word
home and it is very important to understand the term. “Residential”
includes those delivery locations that are technically businesses but
located in a non-commercial area. For this reason, if you want to
avoid this charge, it is important to first verify the area where you
want to deliver or pick up. This added cost comes from the
additional labor required and all the planning the carrier will need to
deal with. For example, planning for residential streets that are not
designed to accommodate large freight trucks or navigating stairs,
curbs, and other obstacles that may delay normal operations. These
types of situations will result in an additional cost to the final invoice.
It is important to understand that this charge will most likely also
include the liftgate charge because not many houses are equipped to
handle the unloading of containers or trailers.
• Inside Delivery
Taking a shipment into a house requires additional effort, time, and
equipment. This means the driver will carry your shipment through
the threshold of the delivery location.

2021
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Choosing the Right Service Additional Services

• Redelivery Service
Redelivery services are necessary when there is no one is available
at the delivery location to receive and accept the delivery, or the
necessary equipment isn’t available or when the shipment is rejected
by the receiver. The carrier will be forced to take back the freight and
redo the job. Redelivery charges are one of the priciest accessorial
fees because the carrier will spend more time redoing the job and
this must be compensated.
• Limited Access
Any extra work the driver needs to do to make a delivery will cause an
extra charge because each extra step into a restricted area will take
additional time that must be compensated for. Before quoting it is
important to know if the delivery location has limited access such
as closed public areas during business hours, or no equipped
platforms to load or unload, or no personnel readily available to
assist. Some examples of restricted areas are churches, construction
sites, fairs, nursing homes, military bases, mine sites, prisons, schools,
and more. It is important to verify with the carrier selected their list of
what they consider limited access to avoid extra costs in the final
invoice.

Tips

7. Tips to Save On

LTL Shipments
Finding the Right Partner for Your Logistics Needs
When you support your operation with a logistics partner like a freight broker, you have
access to many perks including:

A wide network of
carriers covering
the nation and
region.

Strong buying power.

Great contracts
with economic
rates.

An expert team to help
you make the best
decisions for your
business and track
every step of the
shipping process.

Hiring and training a team to handle an LTL operation requires time and investment. A good
team should have the experience and resources needed to handle the daily hassles of LTL
shipping. Some examples of the time-consuming tasks of LTL are:
• Negotiating shipping rates with carriers.
• Calling trucking companies for shipping
updates.
• Quoting with different vendors.

• Handling claims.
• Tracking and tracing shipments.
• Freight bill auditing.
• Handling disputes and discrepancies.

Your LTL team should help you save time and money, both vital resources needed to grow
your company.

2021
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Tips

Freight Consolidation:
Pool Consolidation and Distribution
Freight consolidation can be utilized at both the beginning and end of the shipping journey.
The beginning of the trip is called "pool consolidation", while "pool distribution" refers
specifically to the ending portion when the shipment is offloaded from the truck, organized,
and sent to its final destination.
A pool distribution strategy allow you to “pool” your shipments together with other
shipments being delivered to multiple destinations within the same geographic region,
using a full trailer or multiple trailers for most of the journey.
This strategy can offer significant savings to traditional LTL shipping, reduce shipping times,
and keep your products safer, because they are handled less.

Accurate Measurements in the BOLs
• What is a Bill of Lading (BOL)?
The bill of lading is a legal document
issued by the carrier and used in the
transportation of freight. This is an
authoritative report giving the driver and
the carrier all the details required to
prepare the cargo and receipt it
accurately.
• What can you find in the BOL?
- Names and addresses of shipper and
consignee.
- Pickup date.
- Type and description of items.
- NMFC freight class.
- Purchase orders.
- Special instructions.
It’s vital to have an accurate weight of your shipment. Size is important and this detail will
define how much it will cost you to transport the freight. As space is limited, you need to be
as precise as possible. Mistakes in this calculation could cost you money and can also lead to
problems in the direct handling of your shipment and cause possible damages as well.

2021
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Tips

• There are three
measurements to consider:
- Length.
- Width.
- Height.

Height

Length

Width

• What happens if the weight is not accurate?
If the carrier finds a difference in the weight initially declared and the actual weight, they will
issue a weight inspection certificate, also called a scale ticket. This will directly affect the rate
in the final invoice.
• What happens if the weight you declare is correct, but they issued a weight inspection
certificate?
If the weight you declare is correct and you received a weight inspection certificate, you can
dispute this charge. You will need to provide an invoice or packaging slip with the weight
information matching the information on the BOL. It's always a good practice to measure
your shipment before releasing it.
• What’s the importance behind the BOL?
The BOL is important because it provides the carrier and shipper all the information needed.
Since it is proof of shipment, this legal document can be used in claims cases or litigations.

Tips

Proper Packaging
With proper packaging, there’s a better chance of avoiding potential damage to the
shipment. This will also help avoid more additional costs in the shipping process.

“I’m not sure how to palletize my freight, or if I need it.”
Product packaging and labeling are extremely important, period. Why? This is how you’re
going to ensure the integrity of your freight and help to secure all the freight in an LTL truck,
so everything arrives in perfect condition. Also, you can avoid damage by rough handling or
bumps in the road. Play it safe and choose the right package for your items. Don’t try to save
money by sacrificing your products!
Before you start buying materials to package your shipment, go to the NMFC and read about
the specifications, rules, and requirements for proper packaging.
• So many materials and options! Should I buy the cheapest one? And how do I know
which one is the safest for my shipment?
There are tons of options to pack your shipment. You need to know the alternatives available
to properly pack and secure your goods. Your shipment should be protected from the inside
out. For the inner packaging, many materials will safeguard your load. For example, you could
use bubble wrap, foam cushioning, honeycomb, loose-fill, or paper pads, among many
others. You may be wondering what is best? So many options!
Your choice of packaging types depends on the product you’re transporting and the kind of
protection it needs.

• If your item will be moving around: Your
load will need loose-fill of polystyrene to
help stabilize and avoid the constant
bumping and moving, or custom
packaging with foam to secure it.

• If your product is fragile: Bubble wrap is
a light and versatile option that will help
cushion your products or an eggcrate
foam is an excellent insulator against
impact.

• Are you going to use this material more
than one time? If so, look for a material
that is resistant to water, bacteria, mold,
and mildew and provides protection from
shock impacts, like polyethylene foam.

• If not: A polyfoam will work for one-time
shipping.

2021
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Tips

• If you’re going to transport electronic
parts and/or equipment: There’s an
additional variable that can damage this
type of product. For this, you’ll need an
anti-static foam to help you dissipate
electro-static charges.

• Can your shipment be the victim of
corrosion? If so, you will need a corrosion
protection packaging material. But wait,
before buying, check the NMFC General
Packaging
Rule
680-Packing
or
Packaging- General- Inner Packaging for
more information.

• Do I need outer packaging?
Yes, you do! This will hold the freight together. Make sure to choose the correct boxes for your
items, following the NMFC Rule 680- CFBs. Corrugated fiberboard boxes (CFBs) are the most
common type of containers but be aware this type of box can suffer from degradation over
time. Most can’t be reused because they tend to lose their strength easily.
• Are you going to transport liquids or commodities that will expand, liquefy, or vaporize?
The NMFC says the following: "Liquids or commodities that will expand, liquefy or vaporize
under any conditions during transportation must be secured in containers that will prevent
leakage from such containers.”
• Maker’s Certificate- Rule 222 Addresses the Requirements for CFBs.
You will also need box maker’s certificates stating the maximum size and weight each box
can hold. Be careful though! If the cargo inside exceeds these limits, your claims will be
denied.
Box Marker’s Certificate:

2021
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Tips

• You also need to add all precautionary markings!
Tags, marking, and labels are a must-have! These will give handlers information on how the
box should be treated. The information should contain names, addresses, and zip codes of the
shipper and consignee. The labels should be visible on all sides of the package. If you add
pictorial markings, even better. It’s all about communicating what’s inside and the
requirements to move it.
Rule 682-Handling Markings
Below are a few examples of handling markings commonly used:

Fragile Handle With Care
Up Arrows.

Top Heavy.

Keep Dry.

Protect From
Freezing.

• Palletize your shipment correctly!
There’s an art behind this important process. In Rule 680-Palletizing Cartons, you will find
best practices to stack and palletize shipments, correctly distribute boxes, and avoid the loss
of box strength that can result in damages. These best practices include the column stack
method, which is the recommended method to palletize. The no-goes are explained by the
percentage of compression strength reduced by overhangs, misaligned boxes, degrading,
high humidity, and one of the biggest packaging problems, pyramid-shaped loads.

Tips

Units Requiring Less Handling
It is more efficient for an LTL company to handle one pallet with 100 shrink-wrapped pieces
rather than 100 individual pieces. It also increases the risk of damages when you ship
separate pieces. Whenever possible, try to limit the number of pieces you are shipping by
combining items. These simple tips will also improve your partnership with your carriers. In
addition, you will reduce costs and increase efficiency for both you and the carrier.

Turn LTL Freight Into a Profit Center
• Outbound Freight

• Inbound Freight

Outbound LTL shipping occurs when you
ship a load to a small or medium company
after agreeing that you will sell your
product on a freight prepaid and add
basis. By doing this you have the ability to
select your carrier and manage the
shipment. Once the shipment is delivered,
you then bill your customer for both the
load and the freight charges. This can be a
savvy move since you most likely receive
better shipping rates than your customer.

One of the simplest and easiest ways to
immediately cut your inbound LTL freight
shipping costs is to change your shipping
terms from “prepaid and add” to “collect.”
Having your vendor or supplier ship collect
on your recommended carrier eliminates
any handling charges, thus saving you
money.

Some companies charge a markup when
they invoice the customer. Others do not.
Before you do, make sure to think very
seriously about the implications that
markup may bring. If you feel that your
experience in shipping, the work you will
have to do to manage the shipment door
to door, and your relationships with your
carriers are worth being compensated, go
ahead and add a markup to your invoice.

When you gain more control over your
inbound shipping, you can save on freight
shipments charged to your business every
day. As the buyer and receiver of the goods,
you can (and should) designate the carrier
and arrange for shipping charges to be
billed directly to you at your discounted rate.
This is called routing shipments inbound
“Collect.” Collect is a billing option in which
you are invoiced by the carrier. It does not
mean paying the driver at the time of
delivery.
Shipping inbounds collect also reduces the
number of carriers sent from different
suppliers arriving at your receiving dock
every day. When you control the routing,
you control how many trucks deliver to your
door and when they arrive. That also makes
it easier to maximize your staff’s efforts.
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8. How to Select the

Right LTL Carrier
There are many factors to consider when choosing a shipping carrier. First, you need to
evaluate your unique situation and set priorities according to your special needs. Your
decision should not just be based on cost. It should also be based on other variables that may
affect your performance and your shipping experience. These include:

Reliability

Safety

Transit times

Type of services

Freight liability

Additional services

Customer service

Shipment tracking

Geographic coverage
(Regional, Nationwide)

Don't be overwhelmed by all these factors to consider. Take time to think about each option
and service, and dive deep into your particular needs and priorities.
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TMS

9. Why Should You Have a
Transportation Management System?
Using freight technology can help you save on shipping costs. With a Transportation
Management System, you can:

Eliminate
time-consuming
manual processes.

Enjoy access to
multiple carriers for
your shipments.

Learn more about
your shipments by
analyzing the
crucial data and
shipment activity
available.

Track and manage
shipping employees,
and activity

A TMS tool will help you keep track of the many carriers you may end up working with
when shipping LTL. Without this system, it could be very difficult to manage many different
rates, claims, and other details that could occur when working with so many individual
carriers. It would be easier to miss something.
A TMS tool will assist you in working smarter, not harder. It will reduce the time and
resources you need to use to arrange and finalize any LTL shipment.
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Conclusion
It is important to keep learning and understand all the intricacies of a
service to get the best out of it, with the right knowledge, there could be
costs savings, optimization in processes, and smart choosing considering
benefits associated with each service to make the best decision and
therefore experience fewer headaches, or extra charges in the final invoice.

Summary
GLT Logistics offers logistics and transportation solutions that simplify and
enhance the inland freight shipping process. Our services include LTL,
FTL, Heavy Haul, Drayage, Intermodal shipping, as well as insurance,
warehousing, packaging, and inspections.
Our coverage network expands throughout the United States, Canada,
and Mexico.
We work hard to stand out in the market and to build long-term
relationships with our customers, creating custom-made strategies
according to their needs, and offering a wide array of logistics services.
With the strategic combination of experienced industry professionals
focused on providing real and friendly customer service and
high-technology tools, GLT delivers outstanding solutions that set them
apart in the logistics industry.

www.goglt.com

request@goglt.com

Phone: (305) 726 0275

Toll Free: (888) 409-2188
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